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Abstract
Bitcoin was created in January 2009, shortly

of the last 13 years1. During the same time period, the amount

after the financial crisis of 2008, to provide a

of money in circulation in USD M2 rose by about 250%2 and

decentralized and trustless alternative to fiat

the S&P/Case-Shiller U.S. National Home Price Index rose by

money. However, its volatility remained a barrier

about 187%3.

to widespread adoption. This leads to the creation
of Stablecoins - a way that allows crypto investors

The negative real interest for 13 years is a general problem

to easily reduce price volatility from their

that central banks create. Bitcoin attempts to solve

investments when compared to the US dollar.

uncontrolled monetary inflation created by central banks, but

Helio’s goal is to
enable anyone to
earn a consistent
return on its
stablecoin, HAY.

people want some stability (stablecoins). The missing part is
With the development of DeFi over the past few years, a wide

the yield part, the reference rate. The reference rate on top

range of stablecoins using different mechanisms to stabilize

of a currency is one of the only simple ways that people are

their price vs. USD has emerged and integrated into different

supposed to rely on to protect themselves from inflation.

DeFi protocols. However, there is not a reference rate for
USD stablecoins yet reflecting the state of the stablecoin

Helio is not just another stablecoin protocol. Its goal is to

economy.

enable anyone to earn a consistent return on Helio’s stablecoin,
HAY. A yield that accurately reflects the state of the stablecoin

Another factor that spurred off the skyrocket of stablecoin

economy and an attempt to complement what falls outside the

is the fiat money’s inflation. Since the inception of Bitcoin in

strict scope of central bank’s price stability mandate.

2009, the Fed’s reference rate has been less than 0.25% for 9
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https://www.macrotrends.net/2015/fed-funds-rate-historical-chart
https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/money-supply-m2
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CSUSHPINSA
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The stablecoin competitive landscape
Stablecoins have become one of the most significant innovations in the burgeoning crypto
industry. USD-pegged stablecoins, in particular, have seen massive adoption, with their supply
reaching 180 billion USD as of May 2022.

Total stablecoin supply

USDT
USDC
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BUSD
DAI
UST + others

50b
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Fiat-based
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Helio

Stablecoin examples
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Over collateralized

Under collateralized

Over collateralized

Level of
decentralization

Centralized

Decentralized

Decentralized

Decentralized

Accessibility to
borrowers

Permissioned

Permissionless

Permissionless

Permissionless

Attractiveness for
borrowers

Low

High (low cost of
borrowing)

Medium (high cost
of borrowing, but
incentivized with
farming rewards)

Medium (high cost
of borrowing, but
incentivized with
farming rewards)

Attractiveness for
stablecoin holders

Limited

Mixed, boost yield
requires interaction
with several DeFi
protocols and
depends on farming
rewards

High, approx. 18% in
May 2022

Competitive, dynamic
& sustainable yield

Yield sustainability

High

Low

Low

High

Price Stability

Low risk

Low/Medium risk
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cost provides
selling pressure to
stablecoin)

High risk
(algorithmic
mechanism)

Low/Medium (buying
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digital yield)

Product architecture
perceived risk

Low

Low/Medium

High, due to
algorithmic
mechanism
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Stablecoin utility

High, good
integrations
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exchanges

Mixed/Low, many
stablecoins do
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integrations
with centralized
exchanges

Mixed/High, high
focus on integrators
to enable savers to
earn yield easily

High utility due to
expected integration
with an established
L1 ecosystem with
numerous high
quality dApps but
without a dominant
decentralized
stablecoin
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Even though fiat-backed, centralized stablecoins like USDC, USDT, and BUSD have been
the most popular, other types of stablecoins are starting to gain popularity. These include
Collateralized Debt Position (CDP), a decentralized, crypto-native alternative to fiat-based
stablecoins, and algorithmic stablecoins like UST.
Helio Protocol, inspired by the Anchor Protocol and MakerDAO, is developing a decentralized
stablecoin (HAY) backed by liquid-staking BNB. It aims to explore an alternative product-market
fit that is different from DAI on MakerDAO or UST on Terra using Anchor Protocol.
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A sustainable yield for
the stablecoin market
HAY base yield will have
two main sources:
Central banks set a reference rate for fiat currencies. Crypto economies like
Ethereum, BNB Chain, Polygon, and similar chains in the meantime also set the
staking rewards for their own currency, which served as a benchmark rate for
their crypto economies. Helio Stablecoin HAY’s vision is to become the enabler of
a stablecoin market’s reference rate.
Helio Protocol’s primary goal is to enable high yield in a sustainable manner,
allowing most users to benefit from the higher money velocity of crypto markets.
DeFi composability would enable HAY liquidity providers, and at a later stage,
to HAY stakers as well, to further boost yield in a sustainable manner thanks to

Borrowing interest

Yield generated from
Proof-of-Stake protocols

integration in other lending platforms.
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Helio Protocol’s Mechanism
Price stability mechanism
Principal Pool

Ankr

BNB Liquid Staking

Yield Converter

Yield
Converter

Yield Pool

When HAY > $1, the supply of HAY will have to be increased.
• Since HAY is at a premium, borrowers are incentivized to
borrow more HAY to sell for other assets.
• To reduce demand for HAY farming, Helio will reduce HAY
farming rewards by decreasing HAY borrowing interest.

Helio Money

HAY liquidity provider

When HAY < $1, the supply of HAY will have to be reduced.
HAY Liquidity
Pool 1
HAY Borrowers

BNB Collateral

HAY
minter

HAY Liquidity
Pool 2

buy HAY from the market to pay back the debt.

Helio Revenue Pool

• To decrease HAY borrowing demand, Helio will increase
Helio Reserve Pool
To cover bad debt
from liquidations

Helio Corporate
Treasury

HELIO Staking

HAY borrowing interest, which increases HAY farming
rewards.

HELIO voters

HELIO
minter

• Since HAY is at a discount, borrowers are incentivized to

Incentives
HELIO/BNB LP

HELIO token
Reserve Pool

Helio governance and token utility
HAY Liquidity
Pools Farming

Borrowing
incentives
BNB Collateral

HELIO token is the governance token of Helio Protocol,
governing Helio Revenue Pool distribution and HELIO token
incentives.
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Helio Protocol Roadmap
Helio aims to become the most used decentralized

Expansion & Governance

stablecoin protocol and trusted reference rate enabler

• Enable HAY single stake pool.

for the stablecoin market, leveraging Proof-of-Stake

• Expanding Helio Protocol to multiple chains.

(PoS) rewards from liquid-staking assets.

• Launch Helio community governance.
• Introduce other Proof-of-Stake (PoS)
tokens as collaterals.

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Conquer BNB Chain

Mass Adoption

• Increase HAY adoptions by partnering with DeFi protocols on BNB Chain and

• Get listed on Centralized

using native token of various DeFi protocols to influence rewards emission.
• Actively incentivize with HELIO tokens HAY liquidity pools across
Decentralized Exchanges to maintain peg.
• Enable other DeFi projects to build on top of HAY and unlock DeFi
composability potential to enable HAY stakers to boost rewards.

Exchanges as base pairs.
• Integrations with
mainstream FinTech
applications for day-to-day
usage.

• Increase the supply of HAY to $1B.
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